As a fundamental property of a material, density is controlled by the interatomic distances and the packing of microscopic constituents. The most prominent atomistic feature in a metallic glass (MG) that can be measured is its principal diffraction peak position (q 1 ) observable by x-ray, electron, or neutron diffraction, which is closely associated with the average interatomic distance in the first shell. Density (and volume) would naturally be expected to vary under compression in proportion to the cube of the onedimensional interatomic distance. However, by using high pressure as a clean tuning parameter and highresolution in situ techniques developed specifically for probing the density of amorphous materials, we surprisingly found that the density of a MG varies with the 5=2 power of q 1 , instead of the expected cubic relationship. Further studies of MGs of different compositions repeatedly produced the same fractional power law of 5=2 in all three MGs we investigated, suggesting a universal feature in MG. The macroscopic properties of materials are intimately linked to their microscopic structure. For crystals, their natural regular shapes (polyhedrons with faceted surfaces) reflect the strict atomic level packing symmetry in unit cells. Detailed unit cell information can be uncovered by diffraction techniques, which shows sharp Bragg peaks as a direct consequence of their long-range periodic arrangement of atoms. Microscopic length scale changes in a unit cell directly reflect its global three-dimensional (3D) density or volume change. In contrast, no such relationship has been established in glasses. Because of the lack of longrange translational periodicity, diffraction of glasses only yields a few broad peaks (haloes) rather than sharp Bragg peaks. Few constraints on the glass atomic packing have been discovered. A theoretical description of their atomic structure is very difficult and can only be done statistically since it requires a "unit cell" containing an infinitely large number of atoms. Thus, determining how the local atomic packing scales up to fill 3D space in glasses remains mysterious, which severely hinders our effort to establish the relationships connecting the microscopic atomic structure and the global properties of glasses [1] [2] [3] [4] . Constraints from experiments are critical for the theoretical effort to resolve these problems.
The macroscopic properties of materials are intimately linked to their microscopic structure. For crystals, their natural regular shapes (polyhedrons with faceted surfaces) reflect the strict atomic level packing symmetry in unit cells. Detailed unit cell information can be uncovered by diffraction techniques, which shows sharp Bragg peaks as a direct consequence of their long-range periodic arrangement of atoms. Microscopic length scale changes in a unit cell directly reflect its global three-dimensional (3D) density or volume change. In contrast, no such relationship has been established in glasses. Because of the lack of longrange translational periodicity, diffraction of glasses only yields a few broad peaks (haloes) rather than sharp Bragg peaks. Few constraints on the glass atomic packing have been discovered. A theoretical description of their atomic structure is very difficult and can only be done statistically since it requires a "unit cell" containing an infinitely large number of atoms. Thus, determining how the local atomic packing scales up to fill 3D space in glasses remains mysterious, which severely hinders our effort to establish the relationships connecting the microscopic atomic structure and the global properties of glasses [1] [2] [3] [4] . Constraints from experiments are critical for the theoretical effort to resolve these problems.
Because of the removal of the constraints of charge neutrality and bond angles, metallic glasses (MGs) [5] [6] [7] are believed to have very dense and efficient packing of atoms and/or clusters [1, 2, 8] . In addition, no matter how different their pair distribution functions look in real space (different specific atomic structure), their diffraction patterns in reciprocal space are usually quite similar, with a well-defined and symmetrical principal diffraction peak (PDP), typically located at q 1 ¼ 2 to 3 Å −1 (2π=q 1 falls into the range of the first neighbor atomic distance). While limited, this provides direct structural information at the atomic level and is expected to include the statistical information of average interatomic spacing (d) according to the well-known Ehrenfest relationship [9] , i.e., d ∝ ð1=q 1 Þ. The strong correlation between q 1 and d has been extensively observed [10] [11] [12] in MGs and was recently directly confirmed by a subnano beam transmission electron microscopy (TEM) study [13] . A cubic power law scaling, V a ∝ ð1=q 1 Þ D , where the power D equals 3, and V a is the average atomic volume, is expected for a macroscopic isotropic, disordered system. Based on these relationships, the easily measurable PDP position q 1 has been broadly employed to characterize the global strain [10, 12] or density change [11, 14] in various glasses. However, the nominally "disordered" glasses actually have been found to exhibit a very complex "ordered" atomic structure beyond short range order [1, 2, [15] [16] [17] [18] [19] [20] . Thus, the use of those relationships for the complex glass structure is far from rigorous and thus has been controversial [4, [21] [22] [23] [24] , which challenges the validity of many practical measurements and our basic understanding of glassy materials as well.
Pressure is a powerful and clean parameter which can simply increase the density (decrease the volume) of a MG
material over a large range. Having both accurate diffraction and density measurements for the compression of a MG would be the ideal way to clarify the power law relationship, in which V a can be directly associated with the total volume V or reciprocal mass density 1=ρ , because of the conservation of mass and number of atoms; thus, we have V ∝ ð1=q 1 Þ D or ρ ∝ ðq 1 Þ D , and the mass density or volume change can be simply obtained,
where q 1 0 is the initial PDP position. In the present study, we have experimentally determined the power D in the relationship (1) in MGs by combining the in situ high pressure x-ray diffraction (XRD), ultrasonic sound velocity measurements [25] , and full field nanoscale x-ray transmission microscopy (TXM) [26] .
In order to cover a large range of ρ and q 1 , we chose a very soft sample, La 62 Al 14 Cu 11.7 Ag 2.3 Ni 5 Co 5 (L62) bulk metallic glass (BMG) [6, 27] with small bulk modulus of ∼41 GPa (details of the sample preparation are shown in the Supplemental Material [28] ) to perform in situ high pressure XRD measurements (see Supplemental Material [28] , at 22.8 GPa [ Fig. 1(b) ]. The q 1 returned to its initial position after pressure release (difference < 0.1%), indicating completely elastic behavior during compression. To establish an accurate relationship between q 1 and ρ, independent measurement of density under high pressure is required. How to accurately measure the density (volume) change of minute glass samples under high pressure has been a challenge for a long time [29] . Recent developments in ultrasonic sound velocity measurement using integrated ultrasonic interferometry, XRD, and x radiography in a large-volume high-pressure apparatus, e.g., a ParisEdinburgh (PE) cell (Supplemental Material [28] , Fig. S2 ), enables accurate compressional (P) and shear (S) wave velocity measurements as a function of pressure up to a few GPa on the L62 BMG sample [ Fig. 2(a) ] [25] . The density of L62 BMG as a function of pressure [ Fig. 2(b) ] can be calculated using the relationship between density, bulk modulus, and sound velocities (see Supplemental Material [28] for details). The density data can be fit very well by a third-order Birch-Murnaghan isothermal equation of state (BM-EOS) [30] , with the isothermal bulk modulus B 0 ¼ 41.3 AE 0.8 GPa and its pressure derivative B 0 0 ¼ 3.5 AE 0.1 [ Fig. 2(b) ], consistent with the reported value B 0 ∼ 41 GPa for the L62 BMG [31] . Because of the relatively large sample size (∼2 mm) required in ultrasonic experiments, the maximum pressure is limited. A direct measurement of the 3D volume to higher pressure would be valuable.
Recently, in situ high pressure nanoscale TXM in a diamond anvil cell (DAC) has been successfully developed, enabling the direct volume (or density) measurements of minute glass samples inside a DAC with high spatial resolution of 30 nm [26] . We performed TXM measurement (experimental details are shown in the Supplemental Material [28] ) on the L62 BMG sample from 0.7 up to 20.5 GPa, using a newly developed cross DAC (see Supplemental Material [28] , Fig. S4 ). The initial pressure was set at 0.7 GPa to keep the sample position stable in silicone oil (no movement during cell rotation). Figure 3(a) shows 3D renderings after reconstructing the 2D projection images at each pressure (see Supplemental Material [28] , Fig. S5 for the 2D images, and Fig. S6 for 3D renderings at different viewing angles). The sample volume is proportional to the number of voxels within 3D segmentation. The density (or volume) change of the MG sample can thus be derived as shown in Fig. 3(b) . The densities calculated from 
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185502-2 ultrasonic sound velocities and directly measured by TXM are highly consistent. We repeated the ultrasonic measurement on L62 BMG up to 5.3 GPa and confirmed the results were reproducible (Supplemental Material [28] , Fig. S3 ). Now that we have obtained both ρ (Fig. 3 ) and q 1 (Fig. 1 ) as a function of pressure, the relationship between ρ and q 1 can be simply established by transfer of variables. Figure 4 shows the density change (ρ=ρ 0 ) as a function of q 1 =q 1 0 for the L62 BMG sample. Indeed, the power law relation of ρ=ρ 0 ¼ ðq 1 =q 1 0 Þ D is strictly followed over the entire range of compression. Surprisingly, however, all data points fit precisely the noncubic fractional power of D ¼ 5=2, and obviously deviate from the expected cubic power of D ¼ 3.
Is . Surprisingly again, these two BMGs also closely fit the D ¼ 5=2 fractional power law relationship (Fig. 4) compositions are available. Using composition as a tuning variable, a 2.3 power law had been proposed [21] , which is close to our finding of D ¼ 2.5 with pressure tuning. The 2.3 compositional power law has been the subject of intense debate due to the complexity caused by compositional change [4, [21] [22] [23] [24] , which involves many other variables, e.g., topological structure, scattering factors, chemical interaction, thermal history, etc. Thus the pressure employed in this work provides us a unique and clean means of tuning density in a straightforward way which enables us to clarify the intense controversy and provides compelling evidence of a universal fractional noncubic (D ¼ 5=2) power law scaling of density for MGs. This noncubic power law relationship seems to contradict our common understanding of glass structure. It may be associated with the packing efficiency change as a function of the constituent atomic radii distribution in multicomponent MG systems. However, due to our very limited knowledge about detailed atomic packing in MGs, the underlying origin cannot be resolved in the present work, which calls for further efforts combining simulations.
In summary, although the density (volume) of ordered crystals, disordered molecular gases [21] , and even disordered liquids [22, 23, 32] usually follows an intuitive cubic power law of their PDP position q 1 , our results provide compelling evidence that the density of solid MGs follows an unexpected universal fractional noncubic (5=2) power law. This result is not just a refinement of the power value from 3 to 5=2 which is critical for correcting and guiding the practical in situ measurements of density under various environments (especially when the density changes a lot, the difference between the power of 3 and the power of 5=2 will become significant) or any other measurements involving changes in length scale in MGs. More importantly, it rigorously establishes a relationship between the atomic scale structure information and the macroscopic scale property (density) in the "disordered" MG system, which resolves the controversy about the power law in MGs and provides a new critical constraint on glass structure modeling. The universal noncubic power law scaling of density, suggesting a common structural characteristic in MG systems, may bring new insight into the structural mechanism of good glass forming ability in multicomponent MGs. Meanwhile, questions triggered by this work, such as, "What is the structural origin of the fractional 5=2 power? Why is it so tightly constrained? Does it define the nature of MG? Is it valid in other glass systems as well?" will attract broad research interest leading to a deeper understanding of glasses and other disordered materials [33] . 
